Abstract. This paper deals with the Bayesian estimation of high dimensional Gaussian graphical models. We develop a quasi-Bayesian implementation of the neighborhood selection method of Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) for the estimation of Gaussian graphical models. The method produces a product-form quasiposterior distribution that can be efficiently explored by parallel computing. We derive a non-asymptotic bound on the contraction rate of the quasi-posterior distribution. The result shows that the proposed quasi-posterior distribution contracts towards the true precision matrix at a rate given by the worst contraction rate of the linear regressions that are involved in the neighborhood selection. We develop a Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm for approximate computations, following an approach from Atchadé (2015a). We illustrate the methodology with a simulation study. The results show that the proposed method can fit Gaussian graphical models at a scale unmatched by other Bayesian methods for graphical models.
Introduction
We consider the problem of fitting large Gaussian graphical models with diverging number of parameters from limited data. This amount to estimating a sparse precision matrix ϑ ∈ M + p from p-dimensional Gaussian observations y (i) ∈ R p , i = 1, . . . , n, where M + p denotes the cone of R p×p of symmetric positive definite matrices. The frequentist approach to this problem has generated an impressive literature over the last decade or so (see for instance Bühlmann and van de Geer (2011) ; Hastie et al. (2015) and the reference therein).
There is currently an interest, particularly in biomedical research, for statistical methodologies that can allow practitioners to incorporate external information in fitting such graphical models (Mukherjee and Speed (2008) ; Peterson et al. (2015) ). This problem naturally calls for a Bayesian formulation ; Lenkoski and Dobra (2011) ; Wang and Li (2012) ; Khondker et al. (2013) ; Peterson et al. (2015) ). However, most existing Bayesian methods for fitting graphical models do not scale well with p, the number of nodes in the graph. The main difficulty is computational, and hinges on the ability to handle interesting prior distributions on M + p . The most commonly used class of priors distributions for Gaussian graphical models is the class of G-Wishart distributions (Atay- Kayis and Massam (2005) ). However G-Wishart distributions have intractable normalizing constants, and become impractical for inferring large graphical models, due to the cost of approximating the normalizing constants ; Lenkoski and Dobra (2011) ; Wang and Li (2012) ). Following the development of the Bayesian lasso of Park and Casella (2008) and other Bayesian shrinkage priors for linear regressions (Carvalho et al. (2010) ), several authors have proposed prior distributions on M + p obtained by putting conditionally independent shrinkage priors on the entries of the matrix, subject to a positive definiteness constraint (Wang (2012) ; Khondker et al. (2013) ). The main drawback of this approach is that these prior distributions are constructed explicitly so as to cancel the intractable normalizing constants, raising the issue of the impact of such prior distribution trick on the inference. Furthermore, dealing with the positive definiteness constraint in the posterior distribution requires careful MCMC design, and becomes a limiting factor for large p. So it appears that most existing Bayesian methods for high-dimensional graphical models do not scale well, and can fit only small to moderately large models (upto p = 200) .
Building on some recent works Atchadé (2015a,b) , we develop a quasi-Bayesian approach for fitting large Gaussian graphical models. Our general approach to the problem consists in working with a "larger" pseudo-model {f θ , θ ∈Θ}, where M + p ⊆ Θ. By pseudo-model we mean that the function z →f θ (z) is typically not a density on R p , butf θ is chosen such that the function θ → n i=1 logf θ (y (i) ) is a good candidate for M-estimation of ϑ. The enlargement of the model space from M + p toΘ allows us to relax the positive definiteness constraint. With a prior distribution Π onΘ, we obtain a quasi-posterior distributionΠ n,p (not a proper posterior distribution), sincef θ is not a proper likelihood function. In the specific case of Gaussian graphical models, we propose to takeΘ as the space of matrices with positive diagonals, and to take z →f θ (z) as the pseudo-model underpinning the neighborhood selection method of Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) . This choice gives a quasi-posterior distributioň Π n,p that factorizes, and leads to a drastic improvement in the computing time needed for MCMC computation when a parallel computing architecture is used. We illustrate the method in Section 4 using simulated data where the number of nodes in the graph is p ∈ {100, 500, 1000}.
The idea of replacing the likelihood function by a pseudo-likelihood (or quasilikelihood) function in a Bayesian inference is not new and has been developed in other contexts, such as in Bayesian semi-parametric inference (Kato (2013) ; Li and Jiang (2014) , and the references therein), and in approximate Bayesian computation (Fearnhead and Prangle (2010) ). A general analysis of the contraction properties of these distributions for high-dimensional problems can be found in Atchadé (2015b) .
We study the contraction properties of the quasi-posterior distributionΠ n,p as n, p → ∞. Under the assumption that there exists a true precision matrix, and some additional assumption on the prior distribution, we show that when the true precision matrix is well conditioned, thenΠ n,p contracts 1 at the rate s log(p) n (see Theorem 7 for a precise statement), wheres can be viewed as an upper-bound on the largest degree in the un-directed graph defined by the true precision matrix. This convergence rate corresponds to the worst convergence rate that we get from the Bayesian analysis of the linear regressions involved in the neighborhood selection. The condition on the sample size n for the results mentioned above to hold is n = O (s log(p)), which shows that the quasi-posterior distribution can concentrate around the true value, even in cases where p exceeds n.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a general discussion of quasi-models and quasi-Bayesian inference. The section ends with the introduction of the proposed quasi-Bayesian distribution, based on the neighborhood selection method of Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) . We specialized the discussion to Gaussian graphical models in Section 3. The theoretical analysis focuses on the Gaussian case, and is presented in Section 3, but the proofs are postponed to Section 6. The simulation study is presented in Section 4. We end the paper with some concluding thoughts in Section 5. A MATLAB implementation of the method is available from the author's website.
Quasi-Bayesian inference of graphical models
For integer p ≥ 1, and i = 1, . . . , p, let Y i be a nonempty subset of R, and set Y def = Y 1 × · · · × Y p , that we assume is equipped with a reference sigma-finite product measure dy. We first consider a class of Markov random field distributions {f ω , ω ∈ Ω} for joint modeling of Y-valued random variables. We discuss several quasi-Bayesian methods for fitting such models, including the proposed method 1 The contraction rate is measured in the L∞,2 matrix norm, defined as the largest L2 column norms based on the neighborhood selection method of Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) . Gaussian graphical models are then discussed in more detail as special case in Section 3.
let M p denote the set of all real symmetric p × p matrices equipped with the inner product A, B F def = i≤j A i B ij , and norm A F def = A, A F . As above, M + p denotes the subset of M p of positive definite matrices. For i = 1, . . . , p, and 1 ≤ j < k ≤ p, let B i : Y i → R and B jk : Y j × Y k → R be non-zero measurable functions that we assume known. From these functions we define a M p -valued functionB :
These functions define the parameter space
We assume that Y andB are such that Ω is non-empty, and we consider the exponential family {f ω , ω ∈ Ω} of densities f ω on Y given by
(1)
The model {f ω , ω ∈ Ω} can be useful to capture the dependence structure between a set of p random variables taking values in Y. Beyond these examples commonly used in the statistics literature, the family {f ω , ω ∈ Ω} also include the class of auto-models proposed by J. Besag (Besag (1974) ), the mixed discrete-continuous graphical models proposed in (Cheng et al. (2013) ; Yang et al. (2014) ), as well as few other models used in machine learning, such as Boltzmann machines and Hopefield models (Salakhutdinov and Hinton (2009)) .
Suppose that we observe data y (1) , · · · , y (n) where y (i) = (y
Given a prior distribution Π on Ω, and given the data x, the resulting posterior distribution for learning ω is
However, and as discussed in the introduction, posterior distributions from Markov random fields are typically doubly-intractable 2 . There has been some recent advances in MCMC methodology to deal with doubly-intractable distributions (see Lyne et al. (2013) and the references therein). However most of these MCMC algorithms do not scale well to high-dimensional parameter spaces.
In the frequentist literature, a commonly used approach to circumvent computational difficulties with graphical models consists in replacing the likelihood function by a pseudo-likelihood function. For ω ∈ M p , let ω ·i denote the i-th column of ω. Note that in the present case, if (Y 1 , . . . , Y p ) ∼ f ω , then for 1 ≤ j ≤ p, the conditional distribution of Y j given {Y k , k = j} depends on ω only through the j-th column ω ·j . We write this conditional distribution as u → f (j) ω ·j (u|y −j ), where for y ∈ Y, y −j def = (y 1 , . . . , y j−1 , y j+1 , . . . , y p ), (with obvious modifications when j = 1, p). Let
for all y ∈ Y, and all 1 ≤ j ≤ p} .
Note that Ω ⊆Ω. The most commonly used pseudo-likelihood method consists in replacing the initial likelihood contribution f ω (y (i) ) bỹ
2 a terminology introduced by Murray et al. (2006) to mean that the expression of the distribution depends on terms (typically normalizing constants) that cannot be explicitly computed
This pseudo-likelihood approach, which can be viewed as replacing the model {f ω , ω ∈ Ω} by the pseudo-model {f ω , ω ∈Ω}, typically brings important simplifications. For instance, in the Gaussian case, the parameter spaceΩ corresponds to the space of symmetric matrices with positive diagonals elements, which has a simpler geometry compared to M + p . And in the case of discrete graphical models, the conditional models typically have tractable normalizing constants. Despite the fact that {f ω , ω ∈Ω} is not a proper statistical model, the quasi-likelihood function ω → n i=1 logf ω (y (i) ) still typically leads to consistent estimates of the parameter. The idea goes back to Besag (1974) , and penalized versions of pseudo-likelihood functions have been employed by several authors to fit high-dimensional graphical models.
A closely related idea is the generalized method of moments (GMM). Given ω ∈ Ω, 1 ≤ j ≤ p, and y ∈ Y, define
Suppose for instance that these conditional moments are well-defined and available in closed form. Then one can derive another pseudo-model {f ω , ω ∈Ω}, by takinḡ
for positive constants σ 2 j , j = 1, . . . , p. We note that if all the conditional moments of densities in {f ω , ω ∈ Ω} are well defined, then Ω ⊆Ω. The function (3) is the GMM objective function associated with the moment restrictions
In the Gaussian case the two pseudo-likelihood functions (2) and (3) coincide. The moment restriction approach is however more flexible in terms of distributional assumptions.
Another method for deriving a pseudo-model for this problem is suggested by the neighborhood selection of Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) . The idea consists in relaxing the symmetry constraint inΩ. For 1 ≤ j ≤ p, we set
We note that if ω ∈ Ω, then ω ·j ∈ Ω j . Hence these sets Ω j are nonempty, and we
we identify as a subset of the space of p × p real matrices R p×p . In particular if ω ∈Ω, and consistently with our notation above, ω ·,j denotes the j-column of ω. We consider the pseudo-model {f ω , ω ∈Ω}, wherě
Notice that by definitionΩ is a product space, whereasΩ is not, due to the symmetry constraint. This implies that ω →f ω (y) factorizes along the columns of ω, whereas ω →f ω (y) typically does not. One can then maximize a penalized version of ω → n i=1 logf ω (y (i) ), and this corresponds to the neighborhood selection method of (Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) , see also Sun and Zhang (2013) ). The optimization can be advantageously solved in parallel for each component if the penalty is separable.
As it turns out, all these pseudo-models can also be used in the Bayesian framework, as shown by the seminal work of Chernozhukov and Hong (2003) . We shall focus on the pseudo-model (4). With a prior distribution Π onΩ, the quasi-likelihood function ω →f ω leads to a quasi-posterior distribution given by
for which MCMC algorithms can be constructed. Let us assume that the prior distribution factorizes: Π(dω) = p j=1 Π j (ω ·j ). Then we are led to the quasi-posterior distributionΠ
, is a probability measure on Ω j . Basically, relaxing the symmetry allows us to factorize the quasi-likelihood function and this leads to a factorized quasi-posterior distribution, as in (5). Each component of this quasi-posterior distribution can then be explored independently. Despite its simplicity, when used in a parallel computing environment, this approach increases by one order of magnitude the size of graphical models that can be estimated.
Remark 3 (symmetrization and positive definiteness). One of the limitation of the quasi-Bayesian approach outlined above is that the distributionΠ n,p does not necessarily produce symmetric and positive definite matrices. However, because of the contraction properties ofΠ n,p discussed below, when the true precision matrix is well conditioned, typical realizations ofΠ n,p are actually symmetric and positive definite, with high probability. From a practical viewpoint, one can remedy a broken symmetry using various symmetrization rules as suggested for instance in Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) . Lack of positive definiteness is more expensive to repair, but can be addressed for instance by projection of the convex cone of semipositive definite matrices via eigendecomposition (Higham (1988) ), and by addition of a small diagonal matrix.
Gaussian graphical models
We now specialize the discussion to the Gaussian case, where Y i = R, B i (x) = x 2 /2, and B ij (x, y) = xy. Hence in this case, Ω = M + p ,Ω corresponds to the set of symmetric matrices with positive diagonal elements, which is an important simplification over M + p . Further dropping the symmetry leads toΩ, which here is the space of p × p real matrices with positive diagonal. Assuming that the diagonal elements are known and given, we shall identifyΩ with the matrix space
where N(µ, σ 2 ) denotes the Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 . Given data x ∈ R n×p , given σ 2 j > 0, and given these conditional distributions, the product of the quasi-model (4) across the data set gives (upto normalizing constants that we ignore) the quasi-likelihood
where x (j) ∈ R n×(p−1) is the matrix obtained from x by removing the j-th column, and x ·j (resp. θ ·j ) denotes the j-column of x (resp. θ). Given (6), it is clear that σ 2 j is a proxy for 1/ϑ jj . It is also clear that maximizing (7) or a penalized version thereof would give an estimate of −(ϑ kj /ϑ jj ) k =j . This is precisely the idea of the neighborhood selection of Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) , or the sparse matrix inversion with scaled lasso of Sun and Zhang (2013) . These methods can be used to recover the sign (the structure) of ϑ, but also gives an estimate of ϑ kj if σ 2 j is a good estimate of 1/ϑ jj , or if ϑ jj can also be estimated (as in the case of the scaledlasso). We combine (7) with a prior distribution Π(dθ) = p j=1 Π j (dθ ·j ) to obtain a quasi-posterior distribution on R (p−1)×p given by
whereΠ n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) is the probability measure on R p−1 given by
Again the main appeal ofΠ n,p is its factorized form, which implies that Monte Carlo samples fromΠ n,p can be obtained by sampling in parallel from the p distributionš Π n,p,j .
3.1. Prior distribution. We address here the choice of the prior distribution Π j . Since we are dealing with a linear regression problem, there are many possible ways to set up the prior. We advocate the use of discrete-continuous mixture distributions because these prior distributions have well-understood posterior contraction properties (Castillo et al. (2014) ; Atchadé (2015b)), and are known to produce sparse posterior samples. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we build the prior Π j on R (p−1) as in Atchadé (2015b) .
First, let ∆ p def = {0, 1} p−1 , and let {π δ , δ ∈ ∆ p } denote a discrete probability distribution on ∆ p (which we assume to be the same for all the components j). We take Π j as the distribution of the random variable u ∈ R p−1 obtained as follows.
where Dirac(0) is the Dirac measure on R with mass at 0, and EN(ρ 1j , ρ 2j ) denotes the elastic net distribution on R with density proportional to
for parameters ρ 1j , ρ 2j > 0, and where α ∈ (0, 1] is a fixed parameter (in the simulation we use α = 0.9). The term C j is the normalizing constant
3
. We use a fully-Bayesian approach for selecting ρ 1j , ρ 2j . More precisely, we assume that ρ 1j and ρ 2j have independent prior distribution ρ 1j ∼ φ, ρ 2j ∼ φ, where φ is the uniform distribution U(a 1 , a 2 ) for a 1 = 10 −5 , and where the choice of a 2 follows Atchadé (2015a) Section 4.
We focus on situations where, although p is possibly large, the undirected graph defined by the underlying precision matrix is sparse. This prior information is encoded in the prior distribution, by choosing π δ as follows. We assume that the components of δ are conditionally independent with distribution Ber(q) given q, where q ∼ Beta(1, p u ), for some u > 1. Hence according to the prior distribution, the proportion of non-zero component of each column of θ is 1/p u−1 . We use u = 1.5.
With the prior distribution given above, and given σ 2 j , we obtain a fully specified quasi-posterior distribution
where the j-th componentΠ n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) can be written as follows. For δ ∈ ∆ p , let µ δ be the product measure on R p−1 defined as µ δ (du) = p−1 j=1 ν δ j (du j ), where ν 0 (dz) is the Dirac mass at 0, and ν 1 (dz) is the Lebesgue measure on R. Then
Notice that if, instead of the uniform prior distribution φ, we use a point mass prior distribution for ρ 1j and ρ 2j in (11), and integrate out q and δ, we recover exactly (8) where the prior Π j is given by (9) and (10). The quasi-posterior distribution (12) depends on the choice of σ 2 j . Ideally we would like to set σ 2 j = 1/ϑ jj . However this quantity is unknown. In practice, we suggest choosing σ 2 j by empirical Bayes, following Atchadé (2015a) Section 4.3. We explore this approach in the simulations. 
3.2. Approximate MCMC simulation. Given j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, sampling from the distributionΠ n,p,j (·|x) given in (12) is a difficult computation task, due to a lack of smoothness in θ, and its trans-dimensional nature 4 . Here we follow the approach developed by the author in Atchadé (2015a), which produces approximate samples from (12) by sampling from its Moreau-Yosida approximationΠ (γ) n,p,j (δ, dθ, dq, dρ 1j , dρ 2j |x, σ 2 j ). The parameter γ ∈ (0, 1/4] controls the quality of the approximation. It is shown (Atchadé (2015a) Theorem 5) thatΠ (γ) n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) converges weakly toΠ n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) as γ → 0. The idea of working with the Moreau-Yosida approximation instead of the distribution itself is attractive because for γ > 0 fixed, all the probability measuresΠ (γ) n,p,j (δ, ·|x, σ 2 j ) for δ ∈ ∆ p are smooth and have densities with respect to the (same) Lebesgue measure dθdqdρ 1j dρ 2j . As a result, one can sample easily from Π (γ) n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) without any need for trans-dimensional MCMC techniques.
3.3. Posterior contraction and rate. Despite the fact that the number of columns (p) and the dimension of each column (p − 1) are both increasing, we will show next that for n reasonably large and for a well-behaved underlying distribution, typical realizations of the quasi-posterior distributionΠ n,d given in (8) put most of its probability mass on small neighborhoods of the true value of the parameter. Given a random sample X ∈ R n×p , we shall study the behavior of the random probability measureΠ n,p (dθ|X) on R (p−1)×p as given in (8), for large n, p. We focus on the case where the prior distribution is given by (9)-(10), with α = 1 (hence ρ 2j is irrelevant), and ρ 1j fixed. The choice α = 1 corresponds to the Laplace prior ( 1 prior), and is made here mainly for simplicity. We assume below that the rows of X are i.i.d. random variables from a mean-zero Gaussian distribution with precision matrix ϑ.
H1. For some ϑ ∈ M + p , X = Zϑ −1/2 , where Z ∈ R n×p is a random matrix with i.i.d. standard normal entries.
From the true precision matrix ϑ, we now form the true value of the parameter θ ∈ R (p−1)×p towards whichΠ n,p should converge. For j = 1, . . . , p, θ kj = −ϑ kj /ϑ jj , for k = 1, . . . , j − 1, and θ kj = −ϑ (k+1)j /ϑ jj , for k = j, . . . , p − 1. Let δ ∈ {0, 1} (p−1)×p be the sparsity structure of θ , defined as δ kj = 1 {|θ kj |>0} . We set 4 for two different elements δ, δ of ∆p, the probability measuresΠn,p,j(δ, ·|x, σ 2 j ) anď Πn,p,j(δ , ·|x, σ 2 j ) are mutually singular Hence s j is the degree of node j, and s is the maximum node degree in the undirected graph defined by ϑ.
The asymptotic behavior ofΠ n,p depends crucially on certain restricted and msparse eigenvalues of the true precision matrix ϑ, that we introduce next. We set
and for 1 ≤ s ≤ p,
In the above equations, we convene that inf ∅ = +∞, and sup ∅ = 0. We shall make the following assumption on the prior distribution Π on R (p−1)×p .
H2. Π(dθ) =
, where for each j ∈ {1, . . . , p} Π j is of the form described in (9), with α j = 1, and
Furthermore, the distribution {π δ , δ ∈ ∆ p } satisfies:
Remark 4. This class of prior distributions was pioneered by Castillo et al. (2014) . The example of {π δ } presented in Section 3.1 satisfies (16) with c 1 = 1/2, c 2 = 1, c 3 = u and c 4 = u − 1.
Our first result shows that if a minimum sample size requirement is met, and if ϑ is well-behaved, then typical realizations of θ ∼Π n,p (·|X) are sparse, with sparsity structure close to the sparsity structure of θ .
Theorem 5. Assume H1 and H2, with κ > 0. Suppose also that p is large enough so that p c 4 ≥ 8c 2 max(1, 2c 2 ), with c 2 , c 4 as in H2. For 1 ≤ j ≤ p, set
Then there exist universal finite constants a 1 > 0, a 2 > 0 such that if
E Π n,p θ ∈ R (p−1)×p : θ ·j 0 ≥ ζ j for some j |X ≤ 2 1 e a 2 n + 2 p .
Proof. See Section 6.1.
Remark 6. In the ideal case where σ 2 j = 1/ϑ jj , and for n, p large, we see that if θ ∼Π n,p (·|X), then with high probability θ ·j 0 < ζ j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, and
Hence if the restricted condition numberκ(1)/κ remains small, then for large values of p, typical realizations ofΠ n,p are sparse. The large constant 6912 appearing in the theorem is most likely an artifact of the techniques used in the proof, and can probably be improved.
For θ ∈ R (p−1)×p , we set
Theorem 7. Assume H1, H2, with κ > 0. Let ζ j be as in theorem 5. Sets
and M 0 def = max 96, (4 + c 4 (2 + c 3 )/2) max j σ 2 j ϑ jj . Then there exists universal finite constant a 1 > 0, a 2 > 0 such that if p ≥ max(24e, 2/c 1 ), p c 4 ≥ 8c 2 max(1, 2c 2 ), and n ≥ a 1 s κ(1) κ log(p), and n ≥ a 1s log(p),
Proof. See Section 6.2.
Remark 8. Theorem 7 shows that the contraction rate ofΠ n,p towards θ in the |||·||| norm is O( ). This corresponds to the worst rate among the rates of contraction of the p linear regression problems performed during the neighborhood selection procedure. This rate is similar to the rate of convergence of the (frequentist) neighborhood selection method of Meinshausen and Buhlmann (2006) , which is of order
(see the discussion in Section 3.4 of Ravikumar et al. (2011) ). The main difference between (19) and the rate in Theorem 7 is in the dependence on the maximum degree s . In the Bayesian case, s is replaced by a worst-case estimate from Theorem 5, namely the largest value that the maximum degree of θ ∼Π n,p (·|X) can take (with a significant probability). An interesting difference pointed out in Ravikumar et al. (2011) (Section 3.4) , between the neighborhood selection approach and graphical lasso approaches, is that neighborhood selection methods requires a sample size n that scales linearly in s , whereas graphical lasso methods require a sample size sample that scales quadratically in s . We recover the same dependence on n in Equations (17) and (18) of Theorems 5 and 7, where the sample size scales linearly ins.
Numerical experiments
We evaluate the behavior of the quasi-posterior distribution (8) on three simulated datasets. As benchmark, we also report the results obtained using the elastic net estimator
where S = (1/n)x x, α = 0.9, and λ > 0 is a regularization parameter. We choose λ by minimizing − log det θ (λ) + Tr(θ(λ)S) + log(n) i<j 1 {|θ(λ) ij |>0} , over a finite set of values of λ. We hasten to add that our goal is not to compare the quasiBayesian method to graphical lasso, since the former utilizes vastly more computing power that the latter. The outputs are also very different, since Glasso gives only a point estimate whereas the Bayesian approach produces a full posterior distribution. Rather, we report these numbers as references, to help the reader better understand the behavior of the proposed methodology.
4.1. Simulation set ups. We generate a data matrix x ∈ R n×p with i.i.d. rows from N(0, ϑ −1 ), ϑ ∈ M + p . Throughout we set the sample size to n = 250, and we consider three settings.
(a): ϑ is generated as in Setting (c) below, but using p = 100 nodes. In this case p = 1, 000, and we build ϑ as follows. First we generate a symmetric sparse matrix B such that the number of off-diagonal non-zeros entries is roughly 2p. We magnified the signal by adding 3 to all the nonzeros entries of B (subtracting 3 for negative non-zero entries). Then we set To evaluate the effect of the hyper-parameter σ 2 j , we report two sets of results. One where σ 2 j = 1/ϑ jj , and another set of results where ϑ jj is assumed unknown and we select σ 2 j from the data, using the cross-validation estimator described in Reid et al. (2013) (see also Atchadé (2015a) Section 4.3).
In order to mitigate the uncertainty in some of the results reported below, we repeat all the MCMC simulations 20 times. Hence, to summarize, for each setting (a), (b), and (c), we generate one precision matrix ϑ. Given ϑ, we generate 20 datasets, and for each dataset, we run two MCMC samplers (one where the σ 2 j 's are taken as the 1/ϑ jj s, and one where they are estimated from the data).
4.2. Estimation details. As explained in Section 3.2, we first approximate the target quasi-posterior
n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) is the Moreau-Yosida approximation ofΠ n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) given in (12). In all the simulations below, we use γ = 0.2. We then sample from (20) by parallel computing, each distributionΠ (γ) n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) at the time, and using the MCMC 5 The precision matrix used here corresponds to the example "Hub network" in Section 3 of Peng et al. (2009) . A non-sparse version of ϑ is attached to the space package sampler developed in Atchadé (2015a) . We use a high-performance computer with 100 nodes.
To simulate fromΠ
n,p,j (·|x, σ 2 j ) for a given j, we run the MCMC sampler for 50, 000 iterations and discard the first 10, 000 iterations as burn-in. We use Geweke's diagnostic test on the remaining samples to test for convergence using the negative pseudo-log-likelihood function θ → 1 2σ 2 j x ·j − x (j) θ 2 2 . All the samplers passed the test. This suggests that 50, 000 is a reasonably large number of iterations for these examples.
From the MCMC output, we estimate the structure δ ∈ {0, 1} p×p as follows. We set the diagonal of δ to one, and for each off-diagonal entry (i, j) of δ, we estimate δ ij as equal to 1 if the sample average estimate of δ ij (from the j-th chain) and the sample average estimate of δ ji (from the i-th chain) are both larger than 0.5. Otherwise δ ij = 0. Obviously, other symmetrization rules could be adopted.
Given the estimateδ say, of δ, we estimate ϑ ∈ R p×p as follows. We set the diagonal of ϑ to (1/σ 2 j ). For i = j, ifδ ij = 0, we set ϑ ij = ϑ ji = 0. Otherwise we estimate ϑ ij = ϑ ji as 0.5(−1/σ 2 j )θ ij + 0.5(−1/σ 2 i )θ ji , whereθ ij (resp.θ ji ) is the Monte Carlo sample average estimate of ϑ ij from the j-th chain (resp. i-th chain). For all the off-diagonal components (i, j) such thatδ ij = 1, we also produce a 95% posterior interval by taking the union of the 95% posterior intervals from the i-th and j-th chains. Whenδ ij = 0, we set the confidence interval to {0}.
4.3.
Results. We look at the performance of the method by computing the relative Frobenius norm, the sensitivity and the precision of the estimated matrix (as obtained above). These quantities are defined respectively as
We average these statistics over the 20 simulations replications. We compute also the same quantities for the elastic netθ glasso . These results are reported in Table  1 -3. These results suggest that the quasi-Bayesian procedure has good contraction properties in the Frobenius norm (and hence in the L ∞,2 norm). The results also suggest that the quasi-Bayesian procedure is not very sensitive (it has a high false negative rate), but has excellent precision (it has a very low false positive rate), even with p = 1, 000. The same conclusion seems to hold across all three network settings considered in the simulations.
Another interesting point to notice from these results is that there seems to be little difference between the results where ϑ jj is assumed known and the results where ϑ jj is estimated from the data.
In a typical use of the method in the applications, one would run the MCMC sampler only once, and compute the posterior estimate, and confidence intervals, for instance as in Section 4.2. We show one such output. In Setting (a), where p = 100, we plot on Figure 1 all the 95% confidence intervals for all the off-diagonal elements ϑ ij of ϑ, obtained from one MCMC run. We also add a dot to the confidence interval line to represent the true value of ϑ ij . The results seem consistent with the results in Table 1 (21)) for Setting (c), with p = 1, 000 nodes. Based on 20 simulation replications. Each MCMC run is 5 × 10 4 iterations.
Some concluding remarks
We have developed in this work a quasi-Bayesian methodology for inferring highdimensional Gaussian graphical models by neighborhood selection. We have shown by examples that, using a high-performance computer systems with multiple cores, the method can fit Gaussian graphical models at a scale unmatched by existing Bayesian methodologies. The general discussion in Section 2 also shows that the method can be easily extended to handle other classes of graphical models. We have studied the asymptotic behavior of the method in the Gaussian case, and showed that for sparse and well-behaved problems, the quasi-posterior distribution concentrates around the true value even in setting where p exceeds n. One important direction for future work is the extension of the methodology to estimate the scale parameters ϑ jj jointly, as part of the Bayesian modeling. This extension raises several difficulties, in terms of the computations (the approximation scheme of Atchadé (2015a) cannot readily handle such cases), but also in terms of the Bayesian asymptotics.
Proof of Theorem 5 and Theorem 7
Similar results have been derived recently for the linear regression model by Castillo et al. (2014) , and by the author in Atchadé (2015b) . Therefore, a natural strategy to proof Theorem 5 and Theorem 7 is to reduce the problem to a corresponding problem in a linear regression model. In the details, we will rely on the behavior of some restricted and m-sparse eigenvalues concepts that we introduce first. For z ∈ R n×q , for some q ≥ 1, and for s ≥ 1, we define
In the above definition, we convene that inf ∅ = +∞, and sup ∅ = 0. We are interested in the behavior of κ(s , X),κ(s, X) andκ(s, X), when X is the random matrix obtained from assumption H1. We will use the following result taken from Raskutti et al. (2010) Theorem 1, and Rudelson and Zhou (2013) Theorem 3.2, which relates the behavior of κ(s , X),κ(s, X) andκ(s, X) to the corresponding term κ,κ(s) and κ(s) of the true precision matrix ϑ introduced in (13)-(14).
Lemma 9. Assume H1. Then there exists finite universal constant a 1 > 0, a 2 > 0 such that for the following hold.
(1) If κ > 0, then for all n ≥ a 1κ
(1) κ s log(p) P [64κ(s , X) < κ] ≤ e −a 2 n .
(2) Let 1 ≤ s ≤ p be such thatκ(s) > 0, then for all n ≥ a 1 s log(p), P [4κ(s, X) <κ(s) or 4κ(s, X) > 9κ(s)] ≤ e −a 2 n .
6.1. Proof of Theorem 5. We havě Π n,p (dθ|X) = p j=1Π n,p,j (dθ ·j |X),
where for j ∈ {1, . . . , p}, and using that α = 1 in (10),Π n,p,j (dθ ·j |X) is given by Π n,p,j (du|X) ∝ q j (u; X)
and log q j (u; X) = − 1 2σ 2 j X ·j − X (j) u 2 2 .
For q ≥ 1, we define G n,q def = z ∈ R n×q :κ(s , z) ≤ 9 4κ (s ),κ(1, z) ≤ 9 4κ (1), and κ(s , z) ≥ κ 64 .
For any k j ≥ 0, we start by noting that E Π n,p θ ∈ R (p−1)×p : θ ·j 0 ≥ k j , for some j |X ≤ P(X / ∈ G n,p ) + p j=1 E 1 Gn,p (X)Π n,p,j (A j |X) .
where A j def = {u ∈ R p−1 : u 0 ≥ k j }. We notice that if X ∈ G n,p , then X (j) ∈ G n,p−1 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ p. We recall that the notation X (j) denotes the matrix obtained by removing the j column of X. Hence E 1 Gn,p (X)Π n,p,j (A j |X) ≤ E 1 G n,p−1 (X (j) )Π n,p,j (A j |X) = E 1 G n,p−1 (X (j) )E Π n,p,j (A j |X) |X (j) .
We conclude that E Π n,p θ ∈ R (p−1)×p : θ ·j 0 ≥ k j , for some j |X ≤ P(X / ∈ G n,p ) +
where
The main idea of the proof is to notice that T j is an expected quasi-posterior probability in the linear regression model X ·j = X (j) β + η, where η ∼ N(0, (1/ϑ jj )I n ). Therefore, by a similar argument and similar calculations as in the proof of Theorem 13 of Atchadé (2015b), we have
where L j = nκ(s , X (j) ), and τ j = nκ(s , X (j) ). Since max k =j X ·k 2 2 = nκ(1, X (j) ), for X (j) ∈ G n,p−1 , it is easy to see that the first term on the right-hand side of (24) is bounded by 2p exp − ϑ jj ρ 2 j 18nκ(1) = 2 p 2 , where the equality follows from the choice of ρ j . Using the fact that for X (j) ∈ G n,p−1 , we have L j ≤ (9/4)nκ(s ), τ j ≥ (1/64)nκ, it is easy to show that the second term on the right-hand side of (24) With k j = ζ j as given in the statement of the theorem, this latter expression is bounded by 2/(p 2 ). This conclude the proof.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 7. We use the same approach as above. We defines j = s j + ζ j (s j = 1 if s j = 0), ands = max jsj , and we set G n,q def = z ∈ R n×q :κ(s , z) ≤ 9 4κ (s ), andκ(s, z) ≥ 1 4κ (s) .
Hence for p ≥ 24e, and 54M 2 0 32 1 σ 2 j ϑ jj ≥ 4, the second term on the right-hand side of (29) is also upper bounded by 2/p 2 . For 
